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Happy autumn, everyone! OCTOBER is
Cybersecurity Awareness Month, and we've already
kicked it off with our successful Cybersecurity
webinar featuring former Chief Information Security
Officer for the CIA for 15 years, Robert Bigman. If you
did not get a chance to attend, do not worry! We will
feature clips of the webinar on our LinkedIn page and
website every week during October! Also, you can find
some highlights from the event on the next page.

UPDATED COURSES
CYBERSECURITY |
BRAND NEW FORMAT!
We are very excited to launch our a brand new
version of this popular course. We know how
important it is to stay on top of the latest Cyber risks.
The format takes a entirely new approach - it
features a Q&A with Bob Bigman, and combines it
with some of our traditional course elements to
provide you with the latest on cyber threats and
preventative controls.
SWAPS SUITE |
AVAILABLE IN NOVEMBER!
Intro to Swap Dealer
Requirements
Swap Dealer Periodic Ethics
Swap Dealer Marketing
Supervision Requirements
ATTENTION SWAP DEALERS:
Have your APs completed their
Ethics training? What about

ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING |
AVAILABLE IN OCTOBER!
Are you tired of implementing multiple versions of
AML training to staff to meet the different
requirements of various markets and regions? We
have completely re-designed our AML course to meet
your multi-facet AML training requirements. We
continue to evolve the course to universally address
global standards and allow for optional content
covering expectations for key jurisdictions.

employees needing to meet the
Marketing Supervision
requirements? Check out NFA
Interpretive Notice 9051 and
NFA Notice I-20-48.

IDENTITY THEFT PREVENTION |
AVAILABLE IN OCTOBER!
This course provides a deep dive into cybersecurity
risk identification, risk management and threat
response.

OCTOBER

IS

CYBERSECURITY AWARENESS MONTH
HOW CAN FIRMS BETTER
PREPARE AGAINST A
CYBERATTACK?
We sat down with XA's own Cyber
Advisory Group member, Robert
Bigman, to discuss what steps firms
can take to better prepare against a
Cyberattack. He cautioned most small
businesses are not well prepared
against such an attack.

IT STARTS IN-HOUSE...
He says it's essential to insert strong
contractual provisions into
agreements with vendors and other
third-parties. Through those
provisions, firms should hold thirdparties accountable for their
cybersecurity policies. Lastly, firms
need to make sure they monitor
third-party compliance within the
contractual requirements.

Social Media

Policies

Training

Hackers can harvest data
across all of social media
to find who has
administrative accesses
within organizations.
Employees should be
careful about what
information is presented.

Have an "Acceptable Use
Policy" that is signed by
employees annually.
Everyone should
understand what they can
and can not do on their
work computers.

Take annual
cybersecurity training
that includes phishing.
This is important so that
employees have a chance
to practice their skills and
can detect when they're
being targeted.

